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In the fifth edition of A Guide Book of Morgan Silver Dollars, Q. David Bowers offers an engaging

portrait of the country's most popular classic coin. You'll learn what to look for when you buy, how to

grade your coins, how to cherrypick varieties, and ways to become a smarter collector.The pricing,

text, and certified population data have been edited and updated. New research covers counterfeit

error coins and other topics, including a numismatic bombshell: recent discoveries and photographs

revealing the previously unknown 1964 Morgan silver dollar."The world of collecting Morgan dollars

is full of the kind of historical intrigue that makes up any legend," said professional numismatist

Adam Crum in his foreword, "with roots reaching deep into the mines of the Comstock Lode and into

the minds of numismatic scholars and collectors alike."The fifth edition includes a history of the

silver dollar dating back to the 1790s, and chapters on the Morgan dollar's design, its minting

process, the five mints that struck the coin from 1878 to 1921, and Treasury hoards and other

accumulations. Collectors benefit from advice on ways to collect Morgan dollars; grading and the

marketplace, and how to specialize in die varieties. The book's year-by-year catalog is an analysis

by date and mintmark of more than 100 coins in the series, priced in up to eleven circulated grades

and three levels of Proof. Appendices offer further study of Morgan dollar patterns and error and

misstruck coins.
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In the fifth edition of A Guide Book of Morgan Silver Dollars, Q. David Bowers offers an engaging

portrait of the country's most popular classic coin. You'll learn what to look for when you buy, how to



grade your coins, how to cherrypick varieties, and ways to become a smarter collector.  The pricing,

text, and certified population data have been edited and updated. New research covers counterfeit

error coins and other topics, including a numismatic bombshell: recent discoveries and photographs

revealing the previously unknown 1964 Morgan silver dollar.  "The world of collecting Morgan

dollars is full of the kind of historical intrigue that makes up any legend," said professional

numismatist Adam Crum in his foreword, "with roots reaching deep into the mines of the Comstock

Lode and into the minds of numismatic scholars and collectors alike."  The fifth edition includes a

history of the silver dollar dating back to the 1790s, and chapters on the Morgan dollar's design, its

minting process, the five mints that struck the coin from 1878 to 1921, and Treasury hoards and

other accumulations. Collectors benefit from advice on ways to collect Morgan dollars; grading and

the marketplace; and how to specialize in die varieties. The book's year-by-year catalog is an

analysis by date and mintmark of more than 100 coins in the series, priced in up to eleven circulated

grades and three levels of Proof. Appendices offer further study of Morgan dollar patterns and error

and misstruck coins.

This is an update from earlier edition - Before you purchase a Morgan dollar you need this book. It

provides an idea of what you should pay (Retail) for each year, mint, and grade condition. Some

dealers charge close to the amount - others jack up their cost to nearly double. When you decide

which coins you want - then decide how much you will pay for each grade - then shop around - don't

jump in and start buying without this book.

Dave Bowers does an excellent job with the new edition of this reference. The long Morgan dollar

series, so popular with collectors, is covered in great detail. A full background of the making of this

coin is given, with date-by-date analyses. along with new information on a 1964 Morgan dollar. This

story, unknown to collectors till now, is remarkable and is worth the price of the book. Longtime

collectors and newcomers will appreciate this book.

Very interesting older book. Good reading not just on the coins themselves, but on coin production,

coin dealers and promotions and other things relavent to coin collecting an Morgans for each year

issued.

A very nice book that offers information and tips on how to grade, identify and understand the basics

of collection Morgan Dollars. It is a great teaching tool.



A must have for all serious Morgan collectors

Outstanding book on Morgan Silver Dollars !!!

Great up to date information

great information for buying and selling coins!
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